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“You Belong To Me”

Out of Washington D.C., Azure Wolf is a female
fronted indie band that is starting to make a name for
itself. The group released their debut album
“Tensions” in October 2021 and received many
favorable reviews. Prior to “Tensions,” the group had
released an EP in 2020 called “Demo.” Victoria
Backle, Tommy Moore, Isaac Foltz, and Sean
Spencer make up Azure Wolf and they were kind
enough to conduct this interview via email.

Tim Board: What are the origins of the band?

Tommy Moore (drums): I met Victoria through
playing in the local music circuit with a previous
band of mine. Azure Wolf initially started out as a
solo acoustic folk act. The first show I saw her
play, I was blown away by her voice and lyrics.
She had an incredible command over the
audience which is difficult to do in that format.
From there I knew I wanted to be a part of it.
Victoria Backle (vocals/rhythm guitar): Azure Wolf
is my first and only music project. It started out with
me and my acoustic guitar doing open mics
around town. As I started playing more gigs, I
realized I wanted a full band, so I found Isaac
through Facebook and it didn’t take long for
Tommy to find me at a local show. Sean was the
last to come onboard, but we knew instantly that
he was the missing link. So, over the course of a
couple of months my solo folk project turned into
a collaborative indie band with three incredibly
talented guys and the rest is history!
TB: For those that don’t know Azure Wolf, how
would you describe your music?
Victoria: We’ve been described as ‘dream alt-rock’
and I really dig that. I would say that Azure Wolf
has a very distinct and layered soundscape.
Isaac’s guitar adds such an ethereal element,
Sean’s synth takes our songs from hard rock to
modern and dark, Tommy’s drums have a
legendary voice of their own, and I strive to write
meaningful and resonant lyrics. I think when you
mix all those components together you have this
wonderful little thing that makes people feel
something. At the end of the day, we just want
people to feel like we get it. We see you.
Isaac Foltz (lead guitar): I usually describe it as
indie rock. I suppose we fit into a lot of different
categories across the spectrum of rock music,
which means there’s a little something for
everyone.
Sean Spencer (bass/synth): Azure Wolf is like a
tangle of hearts and dreams. We all have

Sean Spencer (bass/synth): Azure Wolf is like a
tangle of hearts and dreams. We all have passionate
visions for ourselves and our music, and I think that
we reflect that without being too obtuse or
unapproachable. We voice a lot of themes common
to many people in our industry and other walks of life;
freedom, loathing, desire, recklessness... All in a
sound that hopefully finds a wide spread of people
connecting to it.
Tommy: At the most basic element, we are a rock
band, but we also have a very ethereal sound that is
propelled by Isaac’s guitar and Sean’s synth work.
TB: You released the album ‘Tensions’ in October
2021. Talk about the songs on the album.
Tommy: We thought ‘Tensions’ was a perfect way to
describe this album. There were so many growing
pains and life lessons learned when making it, so it
really just nailed the whole vibe. I can’t really speak
to the lyrical content, but I know the album is very
personal and raw emotionally. From a drum
perspective, I really wanted to put a lot of intention
behind all the fills and grooves on the record, and I
hope that I achieved that.

Sean: Some interesting ones, in my opinion, are
‘Secrets’ and ‘Love, Mother.’ ‘Secrets’ is a song
that gives a chance for Isaac to showcase his
songwriting, and I think that it dwells in some of
the more mellow tones we feel in the writing
process. The bridge in particular is a solid 30
seconds of some of the soundscape-iest that we
get, and it feels like a sort of limbo of uncertainty,
which reflects some of the song’s innocence and
confusion. We also get to pull off some really nice
harmonies in the chorus, which is always fun.
‘Love, Mother’ went through so many revisions
and little changes that seeing how it has finally
come out and actually being happy with it is such
a blessing. The large synth padding that takes up
the back half of the song is one of my favorite
takes, and an idea that came out on the first take
of the final version. When I was searching for
something to diversify the melodies and rhythms,
I kept feeling like I was fighting against the song
and not with it. On that take, I let the natural flow
build into this sort of anthemic, rising tension that
just builds and builds until the march at the end,
which feels like a call to arms. Just very proud of
the way this song works so cohesively with itself.

Victoria: The making of ‘Tensions’ was exactly how
we got the title – things were tense! Some of us were
dealing with divorce. We were learning how to
communicate as a band and a family, and we were
growing up together. It wasn’t always easy, but I
think every song on the album reflects our ability to
recognize, perceive, and translate challenges so we
can make them into songs that people can identify
with.
TB: How did the band decide which songs to
include on the album?
Sean: We made them play Squid Games. There
were originally 432 songs. These are the ones that
are left.
Victoria: It was actually a difficult process. None of
us had ever recorded an album before, so this was
a new experience all around. We went into it with a
bit of naivety and recorded the entire album
(originally 10 songs) in two days. By the end of the
mixing and mastering, we were left with the eight
songs we have now. It was definitely hard to decide
between quality and quantity, but we learned a lot
sifting through and weeding out what wasn’t up to
our standards.
Isaac: Process of elimination after months of
recording, edits, mixing, etc. Some songs just
clicked better over time. Hearing a song over and
over again can help you understand some of its
flaws and where it comes up short. At the end of the
day, no songs were permanently abandoned, just
reimagined for a later date.
TB: Is there one song on the album that really
stands out for the band, one you are the
proudest of? Why?
Isaac: I’m proudest of ‘Love, Mother.’ I, personally,
got to do the production work on that song. It was
one of the first original songs I ever played with
Azure Wolf, so it meant a little something extra to
me.

Victoria: ‘You Belong to Me’ is my favorite track on
the album. I wrote this song because we had
originally discussed making this a concept album
centered on an abusive relationship. The album
didn’t turn out that way, but this song was written
with a story and with characters in mind. As I listen
to it more, I just admire the different sonic
influences that range from folk to pop punk, and I
still feel a connection to the story within the song.
Sean: ‘You Belong To Me’ is a long-time favorite of
mine. The point of view is an engaging work of art
by Victoria; abuse from the eyes of the abuser. It
makes for a bittersweet take on the subject that
suggests empathy for a typically villainous persona.
And isn’t that what it really takes to heal?
Understanding? Love this song and I’m very proud
of how it turned out.
Tommy: For me, it’s ‘You Belong to Me.’ I’m really
proud of the structure of the song. It starts out with
a vibey folk song, and it moves to this Foo Fightersesque ballad, then it expands into a punk bridge.
It’s a cool mixture of ideas packaged into one song.
TB: What is the song writer process? Is it a
group effort or one or two individuals do most
of the writing?

Victoria: For most of ‘Tensions,’ the process was
me coming to the group with the music and lyrics
and we would all work together from there. As
we’ve gained more confidence and identity as a
band, our writing has become more collaborative.
Isaac wrote the music and lyrics for ‘Secrets,’ which
really highlights his ability as a songwriter. ‘Honey
Rush’ was just a funky jam we were doing before
practice that turned into one of the strongest singles
we have. We’re very lucky we have four
songwriters in the band – I don’t think that’s typical.
TB: As an indie band, how do you juggle the
business side of the band with the creative
side?

Victoria: As a DIY band, we do everything ourselves
from booking, managing, touring, writing, recording,
landing press coverage, the list goes on. I spend most
of my days promoting the band by sending out demos
to labels, radio stations, and curators, and making
sure we are playing gigs. The business side is a ton
of work, but I thoroughly enjoy it (most days). This
band is my baby, my vision come to life. It’s exciting
to push it out to the world and see what comes back.
On a side note, since I’ve spent so much time
compiling music contacts, I’ve created a database
filled with thousands of venues, blogs, indie radio
stations, playlist curators, labels, etc. I started to see
how time consuming and daunting it was to manage
your own band and wanted to make it free and easy
for other artists to utilize these contacts. Anyone can
sign up at: www.artist4artist.com. Hopefully, it helps
some other hard-working DIY bands out there.
TB: What is on the horizon in 2022 for Azure Wolf?
Sean: We have been stewing on a lot of creative
motivation for a while, and it feels like there’s another
record boiling just beneath the surface for us. So, stay
tuned!
Victoria: We had two singles, ‘Wounds’ and ‘Buckrow
Beach,’ that came out in December. Another single
called ‘Release Me’ will be coming out some time in
early 2022. Our schedule is starting to fill with shows
in 2022. We really want to focus on writing and getting
back into the studio to work on album number two!
TB: If you could be the opening act for any
musician or band, who would that be and why?
Tommy: ABBA! It’d be so weird, but I would love to
see them live. Maybe I could jump on stage during
‘Dancing Queen’ and play the tambourine?
Sean: I’d like to play with Tedeschi Trucks! Not sure
how the vibe would mesh between bands, but
somehow, I can just imagine Derek and Susan being
so kind about it.

Isaac: Interpol. I’ve been listening to them for a long time
and take a lot of inspiration from the guitar playing on their
first 2-3 albums.
Victoria: I would love to play with Pearl Jam or John Mayer.
I know, they’re drastically different, but they’ve both had a
huge impact on my songwriting and vocal style, especially
Eddie Vedder. It would be a dream to share any space with
that man, let alone a stage!

***
With ABBA releasing a new song in 2021, Tommy might
just get his wish to open for them. 2022 sounds like a busy
year for Azure Wolf and fans will be able to enjoy new
music from the group. I give Victoria a lot of credit for
complying a database of contacts and sharing it via the
artist4artist website. Kudos to her for that valuable resource
for any DIY band.
Learn more about Azure Wolf and follow the band at these
links:
ReverbNation: https://www.reverbnation.com/azurewolf
Website: www.azurewolfmusic.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/azurewolfmusic
Instagram: www.instagram.com/azurewolfmusic
Bandcamp: www.azurewolf.bandcamp.com

